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Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their abusive
father, faces the prospect of one final confrontation before the problem can be solved.
With low grades and bad advice from friends and family, Lionel Shepard has a hard time
achieving his dream of playing basketball for Bluford High.
A warm, intimate portrait of Jackie Robinson, America's sports icon, told from the unique
perspective of a unique insider: his only daughter. Sharon Robinson shares memories of her
famous father in this warm loving biography of the man who broke the color barrier in
baseball. Jackie Robinson was an outstanding athlete, a devoted family man and a dedicated
civil rights activist. The author explores the fascinating circumstances surrounding Jackie
Robinson's breakthrough. She also tells the off-the-field story of Robinson's hard-won
victories and the inspiring effect he had on his family, his community. . . his country! Includes
never-before-published letters by Jackie Robinson, as well as photos from the Robinson family
archives.
Set in contemporary urban America, fifteen young adult novels focus on the lives of a group
of high school students and their families.
The Lynching of Cleo Wright
Reality Check
No Way Out
The Test
Anne Frank
Passages to Suspense Hi/Lo Novel.
"Tarah Carson has hidden the secret for years. No one--not her mother, her friends at Bluford
High, or even her boyfriend, Cooper Hodden--knows what her uncle did to her years ago. Tarah
hoped to keep it that way. But an upcoming reunion is forcing Tarah's past into the
present."--Back cover.
Teenager Darcy Wills must deal with painful secrets from her past in order to save her family
and her friendships.
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Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school...again. And that's the least of his
troubles. Lately, mythological monsters and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking
straight out of the pages of Percy's Greek mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in the
NYT best-selling series, with cover art from the feature film, The Lightning Thief.
Girls Like Me
Schooled
Secrets in the Shadows
Forged by Fire
The Bluford Series
Guided by Time Magazine's list of 100 most influential people, this series of 64-page biographies focuses on the leaders,
scientists, and icons who shaped our world. These people, many from very humble beginnings, changed how the world works.
Each biography includes a glossary, timeline, and illustrations. An individual guide for each title provides reproducible
activities to extend the text. Born in Germany in 1929, Anne Frank was a teenager during World War II. Because Anne was
Jewish, she and her family were forced to escape the terror of the Holocaust that swept the continent. Beginning in 1942,
Anne kept a diary of the difficult journey of her family. See how Anne's family tried to escape the horror of the war, and how
her diary became her best friend.
After ignoring the changes in her body over the last few weeks, Bluford High student Liselle Mason realizes she can't forget
her brief relationship with Oscar Price and struggles to cope with her increasing panic after her brother notices her growing
belly.
With her family problems mounting, people pressuring her to tell them what is bothering her, Vicky Fallon knows something
is about to snap.
The second novel in the Bluford Series.
The Gun
The Fallen
Begging for Change
Brothers in Arms
Darkness

When Cindy Gibson starts dating Bobby Wallace, he appears to be everything that Cindy is looking for,
until he starts behaving strangely and Cindy finds herself in the worst trouble of her life.
After a mysterious stranger starts following her and a threatening note is left on her desk at Bluford High
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School, Darcy Wills must race against time to save her missing sister.
After being publically humiliated in school by Darrell Mercer, Tyray Hobbs seeks revenge to gain back
respect.
"Cooper, I'm sorry," Darcy said quickly, trying to control the damage. "I didn't mean that. This has nothing
to do with you or this party. I just--" Girl, you better leave or things are gonna get ugly in here real quick,"
Tarah warned. Cooper stepped in between the girls then. "Tarah, you don't wanna do this. Please..." Darcy
Wills feels the pressure. Her best friend, Tarah Carson has grown distant and hostile since the start of the
school year. And a medical crisis in Darcy's family has stress boiling over at home. When surprising news
forces Darcy to look at the future beyond Bluford High, she realizes huge decisions are looming. Unsure
what to do but unable to avoid what's coming, Darcy has no easy options. Her choices will cut both ways.
Some doors will open, but others may close forever.
Werewolf of Warwick
Someone to Love Me
Bully
Lost and Found
The Lightning Thief
Martin Luna struggles to rebuild his life after the death of his little brother and finds himself getting in
trouble in school and at home.
The third novel in the Bluford Series.
In 1939 in Westphalia, Ohio, seventeen-year-old German American Karl Schmidt has trouble believing
what he is hearing from his friend Rebecca about Jews being mistreated by Hitler.
Written for young adults, the Urban Underground series confronts issues that are of great importance to
teens, such as friendship, loyalty, drugs, gangs, abuse, urban blight, bullies, and self-esteem to name a
few. More than entertainment, these books can be a powerful learning and coping tool when a
struggling reader connects with credible characters and a compelling storyline. The highly readable
style and mature topics will appeal to young adult readers of both sexes and encourage them to finish
each eBook. Cesar Chavez HS Series - What is Paul Morales hiding? Pretty and popular Carmen Ibarra is
excited when Paul asks her on a date. But she has to convince her family that Paul is respectable, a
difficult task considering his gangbanger friends. Will bad-boy Paul break Carmen's heart or is he the
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real deal?
Blood is Thicker
A Matter of Trust
Pretty Ugly
Search for Safety
This story continues the tale of the Wills family. Darcy learns that Hakeem, her first
boyfriend, is moving out of the state. Then her grandmother's health declines and a
mysterious new person comes into her life.
Tami Nguyen’s summer job as a camp counselor takes her away from home for the ?rst time.
She’s lonely, shy—and it’s hard for her to make friends. But those problems are nothing
compared to her fear of the camp’s horses. Written specifically for struggling readers to
explore genres, like mysteries and science fiction, these fast-paced books hold student
interest until the last page. Questions at the end of each title promote cognitive
development by making students think about vocabulary, comprehension, character, and
plot.
Kirk Howell struggles to pursue his dreams of going to college and becoming an engineer
while remaining loyal to two disenchanted friends.
Jan Needle's play about bullying - but who is the bully and who is the victim? The book
contains a gripping playscript suitable for classwork and school production, accompanied
by resources including background material and lively activities.
It Comes from the People
Breaking Point
Summer of Secrets
Tyrell
The Terrible Orchid Sky (Adventure)
H "Flake's strength . . . lies in developing genuine, believable adults and children."-BCCB
(starred review) H "Flake's charged, infectious dialogue will sweep readers through the firstperson story."-Booklist (starred review) Fourteen-year-old Raspberry Hill is still struggling to
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find security in her life. More than anything, she wants a father who will love and protect her,
like Zora's dad. When her mother is attacked, Raspberry does the unthinkable: she steals money
from Zora, her best friend. It's only when her thieving, drug-addicted father returns that
Raspberry begins to wonder whether betraying Zora will cost her more than she can ever repay. Is
Raspberry destined to follow in her father's footsteps? Raspberry is certain something's got to
change.
The closing of local mines and factories collapsed the economic and social structure of Ivanhoe,
Virginia, a small, rural town once considered a dying community "on the rough side of the
mountain." Documenting the creative survival techniques developed by Ivanhoe citizens in the
aftermath, It Comes from the People tells how this community organized to revitalize the town
and demand participation in its future. Photos, interviews, stories, songs, poems, and scenes
from a local theater production tell how this process of rebuilding gradually uncovered the
community's own local theology and a growing consciousness of cultural and religious values. A
significant aspect of this social transformation in Ivanhoe, as in many rural areas, was the
emergence of women as leaders, educators, and organizers, developing new approaches to revive
the economy and the people simultaneously. This book is unusually open about the difficult
process faced by outside researchers working with community members to describe community life.
It discusses the inherent dilemmas frankly and presents a model for those who engage in
community studies and ethnographic research. Author note: Mary Ann Hinsdale is Associate
Professor of Religious Studies at Boston College. Helen M. Lewis is Interim Director of the
Appalachian Center at Berea College in Kentucky. S. Maxine Waller is President of the Ivanhoe
Civic League and directs community-based student volunteer programs in Virginia.
An astonishing new voice in teen literature, writing what is sure to be one of the most talkedabout debuts of the year.Tyrell is a young African-American teen who can't get a break. He's
living (for now) with his spaced-out mother and little brother in a homeless shelter. His
father's in jail. His girlfriend supports him, but he doesn't feel good enough for her -- and
seems to be always on the verge of doing the wrong thing around her. There's another girl at the
homeless shelter who is also after him, although the desires there are complicated. Tyrell feels
he needs to score some money to make things better. Will he end up following in his father's
footsteps?
When Jamee Wills stands up for a shy new girl at Bluford High, she becomes the bullies target.
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Until We Meet Again
Promises to Keep
The Price of Friendship
Bluford Series Set
The Lost
Hakeem has a hard time adjusting when, due to his father's sickness, Hakeem and his family must move in with his uncle in distant Detroit,
especially when he has to share his room with his moody cousin Savon.
Angel McAllister's worst nightmare has come true. Her best friend, Sharice Bell, has discovered her most intimate secret. And a new enemy,
LaDonna Burns, is on the warpath. Gossip and rumors are spreading through school like wildfire, and Angel's classmates are turning on her.
Can she bury the secret and put out the flames? Or will Angel face the truth--and it's life-changing consequences?
After his little brother is shot and killed, Martin Luna struggles between staying out of trouble and avenging his brother.
Charly St. James knows drama. Her home life--wretched. Her trip from Chicago to New York--disastrous. But she's about to put all that
behind her. . . . Charly's been waiting forever to put her acting skills to work, and now she's been cast on the reality show The Extreme Dream
Team. In each episode, the show makes over some lucky person's life. Charly's feeling pretty lucky already--she's to play the sidekick to kindhearted Annison, a former child star; gets to work with Liam, a delicious cutie who performs double duty as male co-star and eye candy; and
Mason is finally her boyfriend for real. Then Annison gets sick and Charly has to step up. Suddenly she's TV's fave new It-girl and she's on
fire. But behind the scenes, someone is set on changing Charly's life--and not for the better. . . "Kelli's stories are edgy and addictive. You
won't want the story to end." --RM Johnson, author of Stacie & Cole Praise For Kelli London "An amazing tale that is sure to delight, teach,
and intrigue teens everywhere!" --Ni-Ni Simone on Boyfriend Season "Kelli reinvents the urban heroine--she's cuter, smarter, fearless.
Excellent read." --Travis Hunter, author of On the Come Up
Shattered
The Chosen
Survivor
A Collection of Fifteen Books
A Horse Called Courage (Adventure)

Ben McKee, a new student at Bluford High School, tries to hide the bruises covering his body from his teachers and his new
friends.
Ken Talbot heads to Florida—where his real father lives—when he flunks out of college in Detroit. He hasn’t seen the man in
years. What will their reunion be like? But with a Category 5 hurricane heading their way, will he ever get the chance to find
out? Written specifically for struggling readers to explore genres, like mysteries and science fiction, these fast-paced books
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hold student interest until the last page. Questions at the end of each title promote cognitive development by making students
think about vocabulary, comprehension, character, and plot.
No one likes Tyray Hobbs. Once a feared bully, he’s become an outcast. At Bluford High, his peers taunt him for how he
treated them. At home, his parents punish him for the trouble he’s caused. Unable to escape his reputation or his past, Tyray
is desperate. And when an unlikely friendship develops, he clings to it like a lifeline. Now that connection is threatened, and
Tyray faces his toughest decision yet. Will his next move lead him to ruin or redemption—or both?
On January 20, 1942, black oil mill worker Cleo Wright assaulted a white woman in her home and nearly killed the first
police officer who tried to arrest him. An angry mob then hauled Wright out of jail and dragged him through the streets of
Sikeston, Missouri, before burning him alive. Wright's death was, unfortunately, not unique in American history, but what
his death meant in the larger context of life in the United States in the twentieth-century is an important and compelling
story. After the lynching, the U.S. Justice Department was forced to become involved in civil rights concerns for the first time,
provoking a national reaction to violence on the home front at a time when the country was battling for democracy in Europe.
Dominic Capeci unravels the tragic story of Wright's life on several stages, showing how these acts of violence were indicative
not only of racial tension but the clash of the traditional and the modern brought about by the war. Capeci draws from a wide
range of archival sources and personal interviews with the participants and spectators to draw vivid portraits of Wright, his
victims, law-enforcement officials, and members of the lynch mob. He places Wright in the larger context of southern racial
violence and shows the significance of his death in local, state, and national history during the most important crisis of the
twentieth-century.
Community Development and Local Theology
Promises to Keep: How Jackie Robinson Changed America
Darcy's distress over her boyfriend Hakeem's move to Detroit, her grandmother's increasing frailness, and other changes in her
life leads her to make a big error in judgement.
When a frightening ordeal turns her life upside down, Darcy reaches out to her friends for help, but discovers that one of them
has an even bigger secret.
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